The equilibrium (Charney) climate sensitivity is the equilibrium change in Earths global mean surface temperature due to a radiative forcing associated with a doubling of the atmospheric CO 2 concentration 1, 2 . Palaeo data have been frequently used to determine this value, and -if slow feedback processes (e.g. land-ice albedo)
are adequately taken into account -they indicate a similar range as estimates based on climate model results 3, 4 . In most studies it is implicitly assumed that the (fast) feedback processes are independent of the background climate state, e.g., are equally strong during warm and cold periods. Here we assess the dependency of the fast feedback processes on the background climate state using data of the last 800 kyr and a conceptual climate model for interpretation. By applying a new method which explicitly considers the background climate state we calculate a specific climate sensitivity of 0.59-1.15 K (W m −2 ) −1 corresponding to a warming of 2.2 to 4.3 K for a CO2 doubling at a 68% probability. The specific climate sensitivity in cold periods is nearly a factor of two smaller than in warm periods. The spread in values mostly originates from the reconstructed temperature anomaly during the Last
Glacial Maximum 5, 6 .
The Charney climate sensitivity S a is determined by fast feedbacks, i.e. those with a response time scale faster than a typical forcing time scale (usually taken as ∼100 years for the anthropogenic CO 2 increase 1, 3 There are, however, several assumptions made in order to determine the estimates of S a from palaeo records. One of them is that the strength of the fast feedbacks is independent of the background state of the climate system. Many studies mention that this assumption may be unrealistic [7] [8] [9] [10] , but the effect of the background state dependency on the values of S a has not been quantified.
Here we revisit the concept of background state dependency and analyse palaeoclimate data 11 from the glacial-interglacial transitions that occurred during the Late Pleistocene. S a was calculated previously from the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) part of these data 11 and corrected for state dependency based on a single climate model 12 . However, such corrections are highly model-dependent 8 . Here we suggest a new method for estimating climate sensitivity from palaeo data and accounting for background state dependency.
To understand the characteristics of the state dependency of the fast feedbacks we use a conceptual model of the glacial-interglacial cycles with only two main feedbacks, the fast sea-ice and the slow land-ice albedo feedbacks (SI section A). On fast to intermediate time scales there is one additional feedback in the radiative balance due to heat exchange between ocean and atmosphere. To estimate the climate sensitivity, two equilibrium climate states are compared with a temperature difference ∆T and radiative changes due to the different processes ∆R [X] (with X indicating the process) which can be explicitly computed in the model (Fig. 1a,b ).
The specific climate sensitivities S [X,Y,...] 3 depend on whether a process is considered as forcing or feedback, where the subscripts X, Y, ... denote the forcings (SI, section B), e.g. [LI] .
Here, ∆R [CO 2 ] and ∆R [LI] are, respectively, the radiative forcing contributions of CO 2 and of surface albedo changes caused by land-ice (LI).
The state dependency of the slow feedbacks is well known 3 Fig. 1c , the sensitivity is determined -as is traditionally done -by using differences relative to a fixed reference climate, here an interglacial climate. We can distinguish two regimes, with higher sensitivity during cold periods. As will be shown below, in the case of state dependency, the traditional approach of using a fixed reference climate does not correctly determine the climate sensitivity. Here, we propose an alternative approach using local slopes (SI, section C). (Fig. 1d ) is still not exactly linear, indicating that also the remaining feedback depends on the background state, however in the opposite way than the sea ice-albedo feedback, with a slightly smaller sensitivity during glacial periods (SI, section B).
To estimate the dependency of the fast feedbacks on the background state from palaeo data, we use a compilation of several environmental records and model-based derived variables over the last 800 kyr 3, 11 . The global mean temperature anomaly ∆T is calculated from time series of northern hemisphere and Antarctic temperature assuming po-4 lar amplification factors resulting in a global cooling at the LGM of at least −4.0±0. (Fig. 2b) .
In Fig. 3 the temperature anomalies (scaled for LGM cooling of −4 K 5 ) are shown versus the radiative perturbations. The uncertainties in both temperature and radiative perturbations as well as the spread in observed values are generally large. In order to estimate a local slope between temperature and radiative forcing, we divide the data into temperature bins and show the average radiative perturbation for each bin together with its uncertainty (black dots in Fig. 3 ).
Linear regression with errors in both x and y for the warmer and the colder part of the data, respectively, yields generally lower values for the sensitivities during cold (glacial) periods than during warm intervals, see Table 1 . Instead, using the complete data set for linear regression, thus assuming no state dependency, results in a value significantly 5 different (using a student t-test) from the values of the two linear fits. Furthermore, fitting two regression lines describes the data significantly (f-test) better than only one and the break point is determined by minimizing the squared residual for the two regression lines (SI, section D).
In the conceptual model, the dominating fast feedback is the sea ice-albedo feedback, which tends to be stronger during cold periods and therefore leads to higher climate sensitivity during glacial periods. Previous model studies have suggested that not only the sea-ice albedo feedback 16 , but also the short-wave cloud feedbacks 8, 12 or the water vapor and lapse-rate feedbacks 10 are temperature dependent. Our results here suggest that these other fast feedbacks, which promote a higher sensitivity in warm climates, are stronger than the sea-ice albedo feedback. and while the varying insolation has been included in the analysis, we did not take into account the dependency of the fast feedbacks on the solar insolation. However, in a previous study 11 it was shown for the sea-ice albedo feedback, that the impact of sea-ice area changes between glacial and interglacial states is much larger than the effect of local insolation changes. (iv) The equilibrium concept of climate sensitivity might not be adequate in the presence of climate variations on millennial time scales such as the large and rapid changes during Dansgaard-Oeschger events which are believed to be caused by nonlinear processes in the climate system [21] [22] [23] . For our dataset the equilibrium assumption has been tested 3, 11 and excluding data points from quickly varying periods did not strongly affect the results.
There are three ways to further improve the estimate of S a from palaeoclimate data:
(i) Extend the analysis on how climate sensitivity depends on temperature to a wider range by including past reconstructions of warmer climates (e.g. Pliocene). Indeed, a limitation of the analysis is that our results are based on data of colder than present climate without containing data of warmer than present periods. (ii) Add more information on the different feedback processes and their dependency on the global mean temperature contributing to the combined feedback parameter by improved reconstructions. (iii) Improve the temperature reconstructions. For the late Pleistocene including the LGM the uncertainties and differences in ∆T are still large, in particular for the land-ocean temperature differences and meridional temperature gradients.
In summary, we have provided a novel method to estimate the equilibrium climate sensitivity S a from a palaeo-data set explicitly accounting for a possible state dependency These estimates can be further improved if more accurate temperature reconstructions and better estimates of radiative forcing due to slow feedbacks become available.
Methods
• Climate model: We have used a 300 kyr simulation with a conceptual climate model 24 , which has been shown to simulate the glacial-interglacial transitions due to the so-called sea-ice switch mechanism (SI, section A, for a detailed model description).
• . Using ∆T and ∆R with respect to a fixed reference climate does not correctly take into account the state dependency of the fast feedbacks, because it linearizes the sensitivity between two reference states. Therefore, in the case of a non-linear relation between T and R, S should be determined from local differences. 
